
How can I sound clever when 

I write?



Can you say YES to any of the 

following....?

I write the same way as I speak.

I understand most of what I learn in lessons, but I 
find it hard to write it down.

I want to sound more clever when I write.

I would like to be given some tips and tricks to 
make my writing sound more ‘academic’.



If you said YES to any of those 

statements, there is ONE word that 

will help you....



nominalisation



Eh??



What is Nominalisation?

Nominalisation is when you make a noun or noun phrase from a verb. 

All you need to do is change your verbs (and adjectives) into 

nouns. For example:

VERB NOUN ADJECTIVE NOUN

refuse refusal annoyed annoyance

extend extension difficult difficulty

investigate investigation different difference

react reaction valuable value

fail failure intense intensity



Learning how to nominalise is the master 

skill in being able to write academically.

It’s a big word. But not a difficult skill.

It is a little tweak in your writing style that 

makes you sound clever!



Notice how the verbs and adjectives on the left are changed to nouns and noun 
phrases on the right. This process of nominalisation creates complexity, 
formality and objectivity and is a feature used by all academic writers. It makes 
you sound clever!

Everyday language Nominalised version

He failed, which angered his 

parents.

His failure caused his parents’ 

anger.

The police investigated but 

uncovered no evidence.

The police investigation uncovered 

no evidence.

David loves junk food, which causes 

him to be obese.

David’s love of junk food is the 

cause of his obesity.

The professor refused to extend the 

deadline, which made the students 

feel annoyed.

The professor’s refusal of a 

deadline extension caused student 

annoyance. 

The course was difficult, so many 

students performed poorly.

The course’s difficulty resulted in

poor student performance. 

Examples of nominalisation



Task: Think how you might nominalise these 

sentences:

Everyday language

Crime was increasing rapidly and the 

police were becoming concerned.

Germany invaded Poland in 1939. This 

immediately caused the Second World 

War to break out.

Sam failed to hand in his homework 

and this was the reason his teacher got 

annoyed.

Nominalised version

The rapid increase in crime was 

causing concern among the police.

Germany’s invasion of Poland in 1939 

was the immediate cause of the 

outbreak of the Second World War.

Sam’s failure to hand in his homework 

was the reason for his teacher’s 

annoyance. 



Task: Nominalise these sentences by changing the 

verbs into nouns:

1. We analysed the data and it revealed how children react when 
they have too much sugar. 

2. When the body temperature rises it stops the invading pathogen 
from growing.

3. People who hike in the Lake District are causing the footpaths to 
be eroded.

1. Analysis of the data revealed children’s reaction
when they have too much sugar.

2. A rise in body temperature stops the growth of 
the invading pathogen.

3. Hiking in the Lake District is causing footpath 
erosion.



Why should you use nominalisation in your 

writing?

• It makes you sound like an expert – gives your 

writing formality, objectivity and authority

• Meaning is clearer

• It makes writing succinct

• It gives you ‘ACADEMIC VOICE’

• It will impress your examiners and get you 

higher marks! GUARANTEED.

• Remember: It is used to improve factual, 

analytical writing (not creative writing)



How can I practise nominalisation?

See if you can spot examples of nominalisation 
in texts, websites, books and newspapers.

Nominalise a piece of your writing by changing 
your verbs into nouns.

Nominalise a friend’s work.

Practise, practise, practise!


